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                    Introductory offer. 25% off on all orders. Use code: WELCOME
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                        Enjoy a
                        

                        whirlpool of
                        

                        flavours with a
                        

                        bubbly buzz
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                        Berryliciously
                        

                        refreshing.
                        

                        More Fruit
                        

                        Than Anyone.
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                        Be unstoppable...
                        

                        Rok Ke toh dekh !
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                        Get yourself
                        

                        turbocharged in
                        

                        every sip
                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                
            

            

        

    




    
        
            
                 The new cool gang - Oh ZAPANG!!!

                [image: Zapang]
                
                    Rio brings a delicious street culture into cans.
                    Rio Fusion Bubbly Fruit drink is an artistic beverage
                    that lifts a swag in every youth! Our bubbly fruit drink
                    is a quencher that creates a rollercoaster of emotions,
                    expressions, and flavours. Every slurp is a mashup of wild
                    fruity flavours with a dash of buzz that gets zesty with
                    every sip. Rio is a rhythm that hypes you up, making you
                    feel “Oh! Zapang”. Every flavour exhibits an irresistible
                    beat no one has ever tasted before.
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                    Our 6 flavourful
                    

                    obsessions of every
                    

                    youth!
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                    SUPERCHARGE
                    

                    KI BEAT
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                    BOOM - energy drink ke saath ho jao energised. Boom banega ek energy ka source, aaj,
                    kal aur harroz; joh karega har challenge ko asaan. Step-by-step tu kar aim for the best,
                    hoga sab mumkin agar tujhme hai full power! Find your beat, Boom ke saath!
                    


                    Aasmaan ko fatah kar, Rok Ke Toh Dekh! Sab kuch mumkin hai!
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                    The absolute flavour
                    

                    of fearlessness
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                Savour the taste of Rio products
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                    GET IN TOUCH

                

                
                    
                        Get in touch with us to quench your thirst and fuel up.
                        

                        Experience the vibrant and unique taste of Rio
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                            Privacy Policy
                        


                    

                    Copyright © 2023 Rio Innobev Private Limited - Pune. All rights reserved.

                    
                        Designed by Firebrand.
                        Developed by Pixel First.
                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
        

    

    
    
    
